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1. Introduction

Data from the Galileo spacecraft revealed that Europa's icy surface likely hides a
global subsurface ocean with a volume nearly three times that of Earth's oceans. The
existence of liquid water in the outer solar system was once thought a remote possibility,
but the combination of geological, gravitational, and magnetic field observations and
theory make it appear likely that liquid water exists beneath Europa's icy surface. It is
now recognized that oceans may exist within many large icy moons and potentially even
within icy dwarf planets, but Europa's inferred thin ice shell, potentially active surface-
ocean and ocean-silicate mantle exchange, and chemical resources from surface
irradiation elevate its priority for astrobiological exploration. A Europa mission is the
first step in understanding the potential for icy satellites as abodes for life.

Many unanswered questions remain following the Galileo mission. How thick is the
ice shell? Is Europa currently geologically active? How does the ocean interact with the
ice shell and with the underlying rocky layer? What is the composition of Europa’s
surface and ocean? Are there organic or inorganic biosignatures? These questions can
only be answered by a new mission to Europa and the Jupiter system. 

Several national committees have recognized the high priority and relevance of
Europa to scientific advancement. In 1999, the NRC Committee on Planetary and Lunar
Exploration (COMPLEX) called for exploration of Europa to receive equal priority with
the exploration of Mars. In 2003, the NRC Solar System Exploration Decadal Survey
called for a Europa orbiting spacecraft as the single highest priority large "Flagship class"
exploration mission for the decade 2003-2013.

After over a decade of studies and technology development, the planned joint ESA-
NASA Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM), announced in February 2009 as the next
Outer Planets Flagship mission, will meet the Europa science goals from the 2003
Decadal Survey. The EJSM Jupiter Europa Orbiter (JEO) would characterize Europa's
subsurface ocean, study in detail the moon's surface and icy shell, and conduct
reconnaissance vital for future landed exploration. We urge full support of JEO and
EJSM.  We also recommend an organized program of future Europa exploration that
would include landers, penetrators, and eventual direct exploration of the ocean.

2. Previous exploration and state of knowledge

Known from the ground to have a high-albedo surface and the infrared spectrum of
water ice (e.g. Kuiper 1957), Europa had its first close encounter when the Voyager 2
spacecraft flew past in 1979. Images taken at a maximum resolution of about 2 km/pixel
revealed a bright surface criss-crossed with long linear features, little topography, and
few impact craters. Images taken by the Galileo spacecraft (Figure 1), which observed
Europa from 1996 – 2002, showed that the dark “mottled” terrains in Voyager images
include regions now called “chaos” where the surface ice has been disrupted, broken, and
frozen into new positions. Galileo imaged only about 10% of Europa’s surface at a
resolution of 200 m/pixel or higher, with very limited coverage taken at resolutions as
high as 6-10 m/pixel (Greeley et al. 2000).  The interpretations of “non-ice” features seen
spectroscopically by Galileo include the presence of hydrated salts (McCord et al. 2001)
or sulfuric acid compounds (Carlson et al. 2005). Recent studies have shown that
mixtures of hydrated salts and brines cannot fully account for all of the spectral
characteristics of the “non-ice” absorptions of Europa (Dalton et al. 2005). The few large



impact craters point to a young surface age, and a variety of methods including
geological observations, spectroscopy, gravity measurements, and magnetic field
measurements suggest that an ocean of liquid water likely lies beneath Europa’s icy
surface (Pappalardo et al. 1999).

Gravity measurements revealed a surface layer with the density of water or ice that
is about 100 km thick (Anderson et al. 1998), but are unable to distinguish between liquid
water and solid ice. Most geological models for the formation of surface features such as
ridges, bands, and chaos take as their starting point the existence of a subsurface liquid
water layer (Greeley et al. 2004). The main point of interest is currently the thickness of
the overlying layer of ice that exists on top of the liquid water ocean. A thin ice crust
would provide a subsurface biosphere environment with greater access to surface-
dependent energy sources. This would make direct exploration of the ocean easier, and
might increase the chances of finding biosignatures on the surface (Chyba and Phillips
2007). Despite its limited downlink capabilities, the Galileo mission was a huge success
that, in the grand tradition of exploration, revealed many more new questions than it
answered about Europa and its subsurface ocean.

Figure 1: Surface features on Europa, as revealed by the Galileo spacecraft, include (clockwise from top
right) cycloidal ridges, thought to form in response to the diurnal tidal cycle; bands, which could be

extensional features; iceberg-like blocks in chaotic terrain, where the surface seems to have been disrupted
and refrozen in new positions; a few smooth areas where the surface could have been thermally softened or

embayed; and double ridges, which can extend for thousands of kilometers (left). Few impact craters are
visible on Europa’s surface, suggesting recent and potentially ongoing resurfacing.



3. Major Unanswered Questions

Rather than summarize what we know about Europa, we focus here on what we do
not know. Below are the key unanswered questions about Europa that will be addressed
by a future mission or missions. Many of these questions relate directly or indirectly to
the question of the habitability of Europa, directly pertinent to NASA’s top-level science
goals. Exploration of Europa in general, and the answers to the questions below in
particular, will help to characterize the emergence of habitable worlds around gas giants.
One of the Research Objectives in the 2006 NASA Strategic Plan is to “Identify and
investigate past or present habitable environments on Mars and other worlds, and
determine if there is or ever has been life elsewhere in the solar system.” Future missions
to Europa will address this research objective, by answering the following questions:

1. Is there definitely an ocean, and what are its physical parameters?  The
existence of a subsurface ocean on Europa is thought to be very likely (Pappalardo et al.
1999), but has not been absolutely proven. A future mission will confirm and characterize
the ocean.

2. How thick is the ice shell? How uniform is that thickness?  What is the
distribution of liquid water in the shell? A thin shell will mean that the ocean is more
accessible, while liquid water inclusions will affect the radar soundability of the shell
(Chyba and Phillips 2007). Ice thickness may vary locally, regionally, or at the global
scale, perhaps related to geological features, tidal stressing, convection, or other
parameters.

3. What is the origin of surface features on Europa? How do features like
ridges, bands, and chaotic terrain form, and has there been a change in formation
mechanism over time? Addressing the origin of surface features is key to understanding
connections to the ocean, and astrobiological potential. Some researchers have suggested
that the geological style on Europa has changed over time, perhaps due to a thickening of
the ice shell or a reduction in net heat flow (Greeley et al. 2000).

4. How active is Europa?  How and where is that activity expressed? What is
the location of tidal dissipation (ice shell vs. rocky mantle)? What is the energy
balance? Does the ice shell transfer heat through conduction or convection or both?
Searches using Galileo images found no changes since Voyager and no signs of erupting
plumes or other signs of ongoing activity (Phillips et al. 2000), but such searches were
limited in spatial resolution. Models of ice shell thermal properties are also dependent on
ice shell thickness. Studies of Io and the other Galilean satellites can also contribute to
answering these questions.

5. How does the ocean interact with the surface: does it reach the surface?  How
does the ocean circulate through and interact with the silicate interior? Is there any



active cryovolcanism related to the ocean? Is there seismic activity in the ice shell?
Is there an active rocky sea floor? The presence of an ocean/rock interface at the
bottom of Europa’s ocean layer is unique among subsurface oceans on large icy satellites
– while such bodies as Ganymede, Callisto, and Titan may also have subsurface oceans,
those liquid layers are likely sandwiched between two ice layers of different phases, thus
ruling out the interesting chemistry that could take place at an ocean/rock boundary. In
the case of Enceladus, liquid water may be locally confined.

6. What is the composition of the ocean and of the icy surface?   Is the ocean’s
inorganic composition, as inferred from presumed oceanic salts at the surface,
consistent with required conductivity to account for induced magnetic field
measurements? Are there detectable organics? If so, what are the spatial
distributions of global source rates with respect to losses in Europa’s highly
irradiated and chemically oxidizing surface environment? Surface composition may
tell of the ocean’s composition and evolution. Some organics can survive at the surface,
e.g. as refractory species or by location in topographic refugia relatively protected from
radiation by topography (Cooper and Sturner 2006), though this protection could
diminish detection via remote sensing. Are there detectable inorganic residues of oceanic
life, e.g. biominerals?

7. Does the ice shell rotate asynchronously?  Has there been polar wander?
Have there been changes in Europa’s orbit (such as changes in the Laplace
resonance) that have influenced its thermal evolution and history? Some researchers
have suggested that changes in Europa’s orbital parameters could have influenced the
geological record present on the surface (Greeley et al. 2004 and references therein; also
see 3 above). Detailed investigation from orbit will tell of the detailed satellite’s
dynamical rotation state, and study of the system as a whole can reveal the influence of
the other Galilean satellites.

8. What is the surface age of Europa? What are the ages of various surface
features and regions? What is the global stratigraphy? Is there a correlation
between age and brightness or color?  Can temporal evolution of magnetospheric
particle effects on surface chemistry and albedo, and hemispheric and topographic
dependence of surface dosage rates, be used to determine surface ages? What is the
cratering rate at Europa? What is the resurfacing rate and style of Europa? Is it
uniform or episodic?  Hansen and McCord (2004) found that the near surface H2O-ice
on Europa was predominantly amorphous, likely caused by radiation damage.  Higher
spatial resolution spectroscopy would be able to search for small patches of crystalline
H2O-ice that would indicate younger surfaces. Disentangling the stratigraphic history of
Europa’s surface is a task currently made very difficult by the lack of uniform, high-



resolution images of Europa’s surface. Global imaging at medium to high resolution will
allow local geological maps to be merged into a uniform, Europa-wide geological history.

9. How are the products of iogenic plasma interactions globally distributed on
the surface of Europa? How do the elemental and key isotopic compositional
abundances of these exogenic products compare to those of endogenic materials?
Can these be separated? What are the timescales involved for formation and
recognizable detection of these materials? Measuring the influx of material from
elsewhere in the Jovian system, and locating this material on Europa’s surface, will help
understand system-wide interactions, as well as a source of materials that could be
important to habitability.

10. What are the ties among Europa, Io, Ganymede, and Callisto in terms of
gravitational, volcanic, magnetospheric, and impact ejecta interactions? Is the less
irradiated equatorial surface of Ganymede, relatively protected by the moon’s
magnetic field, a potential repository for inorganic and organic materials in part
from Europa? Studying Europa in context with the other Galilean satellites will improve
our understanding of interaction and evolution, as well as improve stratigraphic histories
across bodies.

4. Upcoming Missions

4.1 Jupiter Europa Orbiter
The Jupiter Europa Orbiter (JEO), a key component of the planned joint

NASA/ESA Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM), will answer many of the questions
above. The science objectives for JEO are:

A. Europa’s Ocean: Characterize the extent of the ocean and its relation to the
deeper interior
B. Europa’s Ice Shell: Characterize the ice shell and any subsurface water,
including their heterogeneity, and the nature of surface-ice-ocean exchange
C. Europa’s Chemistry: Determine global surface compositions and chemistry,
especially as related to habitability
D. Europa’s Geology: Understand the formation of surface features, including sites
of recent or current activity, and identify and characterize candidate sites for future in
situ exploration
E. Jupiter System: Understand Europa in the context of the Jupiter system

JEO would orbit Jupiter before entering into Europa orbit, where it would study the
surface, subsurface, and external environment of Europa with instruments that may
include a laser altimeter, an ice penetrating radar, a visible-IR imaging spectrometer, a



UV spectrometer, an ion and neutral mass spectrometer, a magnetometer, and a series of
narrow and wide angle cameras. (See the separate white paper on EJSM and JEO for
more details on this mission, and Greeley et al. (2009) for more information on the
potential scope of future exploration, as well as a good overview of the current state of
Europa research in other chapters in the same volume.)

4.2 Enabling Future Missions
JEO would be a vital next step towards answering many of the existing unanswered

questions described above. Although an orbiter can answer many of the science questions
in section 3, there are many measurements that can only be made from the surface. For
example, while orbital data could survey the astrobiological potential of the global
surface for organic and inorganic biosignatures, only a lander could truly perform
definitive direct detection of life or its biosignatures. A lander can also reveal the in situ
composition of the surface and its physical state; enable study of the location and
physical state of various constituents; determine how the physical properties vary with
depth; and assess the surface grain size, porosity, and texture. Some geophysical
data—such as seismic measurements, surface heat flow, and magnetic field
measurements—can only be precisely performed from the surface, and other
measurements, such as in situ chemistry of the ocean layer, requires a subsurface probe.
In the future, beyond the scope of this decadal survey, follow-up missions to the planned
orbiter might include landers, surface networks, and eventually direct ocean exploration.
It is still possible that a simple surface package might be included on the JEO mission
itself.

We affirm that the JEO component of EJSM is the appropriate next mission in a
long-term program of Europa exploration that will eventually include multiple mission
types and technologies. Although the timescales for missions to the outer solar system are
longer than in the inner solar system, and the costs higher, we suggest that scientifically,
it makes sense to think of a Europa exploration campaign that is similar to the current
coordinated suite of Mars missions. Such is in line with the recommendation from
COMPLEX (1999).

As the first dedicated Europa spacecraft, an orbiter such as JEO would make
crucial, enabling measurements that will allow informed decisions pertaining to the next
stage of Europa exploration. For example, global imaging and geological mapping at
mid-to-high resolution will allow selection of candidate landing sites that are geologically
young, located in interesting terrain units, and smooth and free of landing hazards.
Spectroscopic data taken from orbit will also inform landing site selection, and will be
used to help select candidate landing sites that are located in areas where non-ice
components are present in large enough quantities to be easily detected and studied by a
lander; such a lander could sample the shallow subsurface to make direct compositional
measurements. The JEO mission will provide the scientific and technological
groundwork to support a future lander or other mission.

4.3 Earth-based observations
In addition to measurements made from within the Jupiter system, we also support

Earth-based observations of Europa. Observations can be made with the newly-repaired
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) instrument on the Hubble Space



Telescope, and future observations may be made with the infrared spectroscopy
instrument on the planned James Webb Space Telescope, currently scheduled for launch
in 2014. While Earth-based observations will necessarily be of modest spatial resolution,
they can provide a useful baseline to provide temporal continuity in between spacecraft
missions, in particular to look for potential variability that could arise from plume venting
or other activity. New laboratory measurements are also needed of Europa surface
analogs under high vacuum, low temperature, and high radiation conditions.
5. Summary and Recommendation

We re-affirm that Europa is a target highly worthy of intense scientific scrutiny. We
applaud the selection of EJSM as the next Outer Planets Flagship Mission, but past
experience has shown that continued support and focus must be provided to ensure that
this mission becomes a reality. An orbital follow-on to the successful Galileo mission
will provide much-needed observations to help characterize Europa’s ocean, geology,
chemistry, external environment, and potential habitability, and will lay the scientific and
technological groundwork for missions in future decades that may land on Europa’s
surface or even venture beneath the icy shell. We recommend that EJSM be given the
highest level of support by this decadal survey, and that development is pursued on
lander options for this or future mission opportunities.
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